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Abstract
This paper addresses the direct manipulation of cognitive maps. It describes its components and manipulation
and proposes an object model that defines the properties
relevant to build elaborated feedback. It also presents a
metaphor based feedback dialect that is able to communicate the complex constraints of cognitive maps.
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associations and contexts are regions that group concepts.
When instantiated they represent a particular characteristic
of a reasoning process. They correspond to the representation level of the visual language (see fig.1).
Concepts, associations and operators are dependent objects. The objects they depend on are called dominants.
Dependents have properties determined by constraints defined in their dominants. Concepts depend on contexts. Associations depend on concepts (at least two) and contexts
and operators depend on associations.

1. Introduction
Cognitive maps are visual languages used to understand
thought [10]. They aim at the exploratory classification and
identification of the concepts and relations that reflect reasoning, thus including multiple levels of formalization. This
flexibility, while profiting from the advantages of a visual
representation, lead to its widespread application [12, 8]).
The most common representation of cognitive maps uses
graph-based diagrams. The constraints on the visual elements convey the syntax and semantics of the underlying conceptual model. Contrary to formal languages, the
uncertainty of the mapped knowledge requires particular
constraint forms (e.g. a causal relation between symptoms
probably should not be drawn, with a degree of evidence).
While direct manipulation is adequate for the creation of
cognitive maps, the dynamics and uncertainty of the constraints introduces new challenges, particularly in the definition of elaborated semantic feedback. The work reported
here addresses these challenges.

2. Language and action
The basic elements found in cognitive maps are Concepts, Associations, Operators and Contexts. Concepts
are nodes that symbolize the variables involved in the reasoning process. Associations are arcs and symbolize relations between concepts. Operators are nodes that combine

Figure 1. Language levels.
To specify a cognitive map, users engage on an exploratory process, where the language components are created, modified and deleted. This richer perspective of the
language will be designated the interaction level (see fig.1).
At this level, concepts, associations, operators and contexts
exist as well. However, a representation element may have
more that one view. Two particular views of contexts where
introduced: Teleports and Context Views.
Teleports are regions that represent channels to other
contexts. They do not contain concepts. Instead, they communicate with a target context. Concepts dragged therein
will enter the target context. Two teleports are shown.
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Context Views are regions that represent windows over
target contexts (see [6] for details). The functionality they
provide is similar to that of current toolkit views (e.g.
scrolling) with two basic extensions. They change the shape
of arcs, so that they flow continuously between views, and
hide arcs that end or begin in non-visible nodes (see interaction level in fig.1). Context views are articulated in order to
determine the shape and visibility of the arcs. An Integrated
Multi View (IMV) object manages a set of context views.

3. Feedback
In order to define rich feedback dialects, an object model
was defined and the actors involved in a drag and drop manipulation were identified. Their properties can then be
managed to assemble feedback dialects, able to convey to
the user the constraints imposed on the language elements.

Figure 2. The parents’ model.
Objects define an attraction and a rejection field. In
each field they define a corresponding force (see fig.2).
When a dependent object is manipulated out of the dominants’ influence it feels the dominants attraction force. The
exit-threshold defines the line where the attraction force
ceases. When a non-dependent object is manipulated to
become dependent of another it feels the latter’s rejection
force as soon as it enters its corresponding field. When the
enter-threshold is reached the force ceases and the first object becomes dependent on the second.
Attraction and rejection forces and fields depend on the
dominants, on the manipulated object and on the manipulation meaning (e.g. copy, move and merge). Field boundaries do not necessarily have a shape similar to the object, or
a common center. Distorted fields may be defined to establish preferential entering or exiting directions. Thresholds
can also be adjusted after the fields are entered.
The model is common to all the elements of the interaction level. Teleports and context views will represent the
constraints of the target contexts in their own fields so that
manipulation feels similarly. Nevertheless, field shapes and
forces do not need to match those of the target. They will
be adapted to the size and shape of the teleports or views.
The actors involved in a generic drag and drop manipulation are: the manipulated object, its original dominant

(or dominants), the destination dominant and the device of
manipulation (see fig.3). Once the manipulation starts, the

Figure 3. Actors and components.
manipulated object can be separated into tangible and conjectural components. The tangible component refers to an
already existing object, while the conjectural one refers to a
prospective occurrence that may be viable or not. The device comprehends a physical and a logical component. The
physical is a mouse, a keyboard, a voice command set, etc.
The logical one coincides with the cursors of pointing devices. For other physical devices a logical representation is
created.
Feedback dialects, supported by the parent’s model, are
defined with these objects and components. Their shapes,
visual attributes and relative positioning may be changed
dynamically, at each manipulation step (even for physical
devices e.g. force feedback joysticks). Current user interfaces only change the shape of the logical device and one of
the manipulation components (that most of the times coincides with the logical device). Next, we present a metaphor
that manages actors in order to provide richer feedback. An
alternative is discussed in [7].

3.1. The membrane metaphor
In the membrane metaphor the outline of dominant objects is distorted as if it was a membrane. The distortion is
applied until the logical device reaches a threshold. The size
of the field and the length of the distorted boundary convey
the strength of the constraint.
Fig.4 represents the definition of an association. The exit
and enter thresholds are shown as dot-dash ellipses in the
origin and destination concepts. The beginning of the fields
coincides with the objects’ outline. In (a), the concept outline is distorted until the exit threshold is reached. Thereafter, the conjectural component of the association is shown.
Its dotted appearance reflects that it will not be created until
a destination is found. The small plane indicates that the
manipulation is flying over the diagram space in search for
another concept. When the logical device enters the rejection field of a destination object (in (c)), the distortion of
its outline starts. Once the enter-threshold is reached the
distortion ends and the conjectural component changes its
style (to a solid arrowhead arc).

a) are you sure?

b) ok! Find destination!

Penz and Carriço [11] and Benford and Fahlén [4] proposed the inclusion of sensitive areas around objects. The
models allow objects to ”feel” each other and react accordingly. Rejection fields of the parents’ model offer an approach similar to active areas (on the first model) and nimbus (on the second). However, the definition of a dual attraction field and the introduction of forces allow easier construction feedback dialects, not aimed by the other works.

5. Conclusion and future work
c) are you sure?

d) ok! I’ll be a destination!

Figure 4. Reluctance to association.

Figure 5. Resistance to re-classification.
Fig.5 depicts a situation showing different influence
forces: smaller for attraction (on the left) than for rejection.
The length of the distorted area (smaller for attraction) conveys the difference. Finally, fig.6 shows the classification of

Figure 6. Moving to non adjacent contexts.
a concept on a non-adjacent using a teleport. Its boundary
deflects proportionally to the target constraint.

4. Related work
Hardy [2] and KMap [9] provide rather complete solutions for the manipulation and visualization of diagrams
while offering access to a rule-based engine. Standard layouts, emphasizing attributes, multiple views and constraints
to determine the behavior of nodes and links are available.
Visually weaker, DecisionExplorer [3] further approaches
the application domain of our work. It is designed for
the study of cognitive maps of decision-making processes.
Nevertheless, none of the above provides support for effective visual feedback. Feedback dialects are static, very simple and compensated with natural language phrases.

The work described here emerges from the requirements
identified in the development and usage of cognitive mapping tools [5]. This paper presents the representation, interaction and feedback components required to specify and
explore cognitive maps. It proposes an object model dealing with the constraints that result from the uncertainty of
knowledge expressed in those maps. Based on the approach
a feedback dialect conveying resistance is proposed.
Our current work focuses on the empirical evaluation of
the approach, particularly within an ongoing project, named
Cognitive Mapping of the Negotiation Processes. Future
plans include integration with a group decision support system [1]. The highly interactive nature of these systems will
provide a valuable contribution to the evaluation.
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